
Welcome to Paytrix.


Bonus Pages Module 
Now this is a key element in making sure your affiliate 
campaigns are succesful. Lots of affiliates make the 
mistake of using bonus page templates that vendors give 
them.


Now while it’s ok to use certain parts of the page you need 
to make sure your bonus page stands out from the crowd.


Think of it this way, if there are 100 affiliates promoting a 
product. And most of them decide to use the default bonus 
page. 


What do you think happens?


All those pages blend into one so the buyer gets lost in a 
ocean of bonus pages that look the same.


Boring!


Now think of this, if you created your own unique bonus 
page how much easier would that stand out?


If a buyer is shopping around who do you think he will buy 
from? the affiliate who has a default bonus page and blends 
in with all others…or the affiliate who's page stand out and 
makes them stop read and look?
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You guessed it the affiliate who made them stop and look.


So what is the secret to building a unique bonus page.


Well first you need a good page builder. There are many 
different ones on the market place. The ones we use are 
listed below and then there are others we have tried listed 
below that.


https://clickfunnels.com This is our favourite for building 
bonus pages.


https://convertri.com Now this is a very close second and 
one we have started using more and more.


Here are some more you can use


https://www.optimizepress.com

https://leadpages.com

https://instapage.com/

https://www.wishpond.com/

https://landerapp.com/

https://landingi.com/

https://www.launchrock.com/


Now once you have decided on the landing page builder of 
your choice. I would suggest taking at least a few hours 
learning the builder. The better you know it the better you 
can make the page.
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So what are the first steps in making bonus pages that get 
click thrus and generate sales. Making a bonus page that 
stands out and gets more clicks is vital in making a 
successful affiliate campaign.


Here are the steps in creating the perfect bonus page.


First decide on the offer that you are promoting.


1. Read through the JV page. You are looking for any 
information that you can add to your bonus page. Affiliates 
miss the JV pages for gathering information for the bonus 
page. They are too busy looking at prize money and funnels 
and miss the real important info on there.


JV's often add the best selling points and hooks to their jv 
pages. Read the information about what the product or 
service does and look at expanding that information into 
the page.


2. Next look for any done for you bonus pages that the JV 
will give you. But don't use these. I REPEAT do not use 
these.


Take the page they give you and use it for inspiration, 
layout, colors and any hooks that the vendor has added. 
You can then take these hooks and add them to your own 
page.


3. Ask the vendor to see a copy of the sales page. A quick 
look at the sales page can give you multiple ideas for your 
bonus page. 
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Look at the heading and sub heading they use. This will be 
located right at the top of the page.


The heading is the main hook that that vendor is basing the 
page around.


Lets look at the top three offers on the jvzoo network today.





The first one the hook is taking over any site and getting 
free viral traffic. So you bonus page needs to focus heavily 
on that. Talk about how traffic is hard to get and costly. Talk 
about how taking over someone else's page helps you go 
viral (when you are using viral content)
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The second one the hook is $100-$200+ per day from 
affiliate commissions. So the hook with this is they are 
targeting newbie affiliates (affiliates just starting out). They 
are not trying to appeal to veteran affiliates.


So make your bonus page the same appeal to affiliates just 
starting out.
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The third one the hook is a business in a box as it allows 
you to build Wordpress themes for zero investment and 
zero coding knowledge.


So here you are targeting people who are interested in 
setting up a home business.


Next take a look at the copy on the sales page, look at what 
they are using in the copy.


Look at the colours they are using and style of graphics.


Ask the vendor if it is ok to use some parts of the sales 
page on your bonus page. Always ask first never presume 
you can.


The aim of a good bonus page is too make it flow into the 
sales page.
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Think of the bonus page as the first part in your funnel.


You wouldn’t make the first page of a funnel completely 
different to the other pages in a funnel so why do that with 
a bonus page.


Make the bonus page as congruent to the main sales page 
as you possibly can, then you will get a better flow through 
it.


Visitors will see the bonus page as a extension of the sales 
page. This helps drives sales and makes your bonus page 
more credible.
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